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A PIERI-TYPE FORMULA FOR THE K-THEORY OF A FLAG
MANIFOLD
CRISTIAN LENART AND FRANK SOTTILE
Abstract. We derive explicit Pieri-type multiplication formulas in the Grothendieck
ring of a flag variety. These expand the product of an arbitrary Schubert class and a
special Schubert class in the basis of Schubert classes. These special Schubert classes
are indexed by a cycle which has either the form (k−p+1, k−p+2, . . . , k+1) or the form
(k+p, k+p−1, . . . , k), and are pulled back from a Grassmannian projection. Our formulas
are in terms of certain labeled chains in the k-Bruhat order on the symmetric group and are
combinatorial in that they involve no cancellations. We also show that the multiplicities
in the Pieri formula are naturally certain binomial coefficients.
Introduction
Classically, Schubert calculus is concerned with enumerative problems in geometry, such
as counting the lines satisfying some generic intersection conditions. This enumeration is
accomplished via a calculation in the cohomology ring of the space of potential solutions
such as a Grassmannian [9]. The cohomology ring of a Grassmannian is well-understood
combinatorially through the Littlewood-Richardson rule. Less understood, particularly
in combinatorial terms, are extensions to more general flag varieties and to more general
cohomology theories, such as equivariant cohomology, quantum cohomology, or K-theory.
The “modern Schubert calculus” is concerned with the geometry and combinatorics of
these extensions. We study the multiplicative structure of the Grothendieck ring (K-
theory) of the manifold of flags in n-space, giving a Pieri-type formula in the sense of [23].
Our formulas and their proofs are based on combinatorics of the Bruhat order on the
symmetric group, and they highlight new properties of this order.
The flag variety has an algebraic Schubert cell decomposition. Consequently, classes
of structure sheaves of Schubert varieties (Schubert classes) form an integral basis of its
Grothendieck ring, which is indexed by permutations. A major open problem in the
modern Schubert calculus is to determine the K-theory Schubert structure constants,
which express a product of two Schubert classes in terms of this Schubert basis. Brion [3]
proved that these coefficients alternate in sign in a specified manner.
In the passage from the filtered Grothendieck ring to its associated graded ring, which
is isomorphic to the cohomology ring, Schubert classes are mapped to classes of Schubert
varieties (also called Schubert classes). In this way, the cohomology Schubert structure
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constants are certain K-theory Schubert structure constants. These cohomology constants
are Littlewood-Richardson constants when the Schubert classes come from a Grassman-
nian. When one class is of a hypersurface Schubert variety, Monk [20] gave a formula for
these constants. Monk’s formula highlights the importance of a suborder of the Bruhat
order on the symmetric group called the k-Bruhat order. For example, the Pieri formula
in [23] uses chains in the k-Bruhat order to express the multiplication of a Schubert class
by a special Schubert class pulled back from the Grassmannian of k-planes in Cn.
Buch [4] gave the K-theory formula for the product of two classes pulled back from
the same Grassmannian. Until now, the only general formula in the Grothendieck ring of
the flag variety is the analog of Monk’s formula for multiplication by the structure sheaf
of a hypersurface Schubert variety [7, 8, 15, 16, 21]. The formula in [15] is in terms of
chains in the k-Bruhat order. We give a Pieri-type formula in the Grothendieck ring, which
generalizes both theK-theory Monk formula of [15] and the cohomology Pieri formula [23].
The formula is in terms of chains in the k-Bruhat order, but with some covers marked. The
unmarked covers satisfy a condition from the K-theory Monk formula, while the marked
covers satisfy a condition from the cohomology Pieri formula.
We work in the algebraic-combinatorial theory of Grothendieck polynomials. These
distinguished polynomial representatives of K-theory Schubert classes were introduced by
Lascoux and Schu¨tzenberger [13] and studied further in [10]. The transition formula [11, 15]
gives a recursive construction of Grothendieck polynomials, and the recursion for polyno-
mials representing special Schubert classes is the basis of our proof. The other main
ingredient of our proof is a Monk-like formula for multiplying a Grothendieck polynomial
by a variable given in [15]. This recursion was suggested as a basis for a proof of the
Pieri formula in cohomology by Lascoux and Schu¨tzenberger [12]. Manivel presented such
a proof in his book [19, p. 94], but that proof contains a subtle error, omitting some
important subcases. We correct that omission in our proof, see Remark 3.16.
In Section 1, we give basic definitions and background concerning Grothendieck polyno-
mials, describe the Monk formulas in K-theory and the Pieri formula in cohomology that
this work generalizes, and state our Pieri-type formula. A uniqueness result about chains
proven in Section 2 implies a version of the formula in which the coefficients are naturally
certain binomial coefficients. Section 2 also collects some technical results on the Bruhat
order used in our proof of the Pieri-type formula, which occupies Section 3. We conclude
in Section 4 with a dual Pieri-type formula and a discussion of the specialization of our
formula to the Pieri-type formula in the K-theory of a Grassmannian [14].
1. Grothendieck polynomials and the Pieri formula
We first introduce Schubert and Grothendieck polynomials. For more information, see [6,
10, 18, 19]. We next state the known Monk and Pieri-type formulas in the cohomology
and the K-theory of a flag manifold, and then state our Pieri-type formula.
1.1. Schubert and Grothendieck polynomials. Let F ln be the variety of complete
flags ({0} = V0 ⊂ V1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Vn = C
n) in Cn. This algebraic manifold has dimension
(
n
2
)
.
Its integral cohomology ring H∗(F ln) is isomorphic to Z[x1, . . . , xn]/In, where the ideal In
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is generated by the nonconstant symmetric polynomials in x1, . . . , xn, and xi has cohomo-
logical degree 2. For this, the element xi is identified with the Chern class of the dual L
∗
i
to the tautological line bundle Li := Vi/Vi−1. The variety F ln is a disjoint union of cells
indexed by permutations w in the symmetric group Sn. The closure of the cell indexed by
w is the Schubert variety Xw, which has codimension ℓ(w), the length of w or the number
of its inversions. The Schubert polynomial Sw(x) (defined below) is a certain polyno-
mial representative for the cohomology class corresponding to Xw. It is a homogeneous
polynomial in x1, . . . , xn−1 of degree ℓ(w) with nonnegative integer coefficients.
The Grothendieck group K0(F ln) of complex vector bundles on F ln is isomorphic to
its Grothendieck group of coherent sheaves. As abstract rings, K0(F ln) and H
∗(F ln) are
isomorphic. Here, the variable xi is the K-theory Chern class 1−1/yi of the line bundle
L∗i , where yi represents Li in the Grothendieck ring. The classes of the structure sheaves
of Schubert varieties form a basis of K0(F ln). The class indexed by w is represented by
the Grothendieck polynomial Gw(x). This inhomogeneous polynomial in x1, . . . , xn−1 has
lowest degree homogeneous component equal to the Schubert polynomial Sw(x).
The construction of Schubert and Grothendieck polynomials is based on the divided
difference operators ∂i and the isobaric divided difference operators πi. As operators on
Z[x1, x2, . . .], these are defined as follows:
(1.1) ∂i :=
1− si
xi − xi+1
and πi := ∂i(1− xi+1) = 1 + (1− xi)∂i .
Here si is the transposition (i, i+ 1), which interchanges the variables xi and xi+1, 1 is the
identity operator, and xi is multiplication by the corresponding variable.
Schubert and Grothendieck polynomials are defined inductively for each permutation w
in Sn by setting Sω0(x) = Gω0(x) = x
n−1
1 x
n−2
2 · · ·xn−1 where ω0 := n . . . 21 is the longest
permutation in Sn (in one-line notation), and by letting
(1.2) Swsi(x) := ∂iSw(x) and Gwsi(x) := πi Gw(x) , if ℓ(wsi) = ℓ(w)− 1 .
A Grothendieck polynomial does not depend on the chosen chain in the weak order on Sn
from ω0 to w because the operators πi satisfy the braid relations
πiπj = πjπi if |i− j| ≥ 2 ,
πiπi+1πi = πi+1πiπi+1 ,
and similarly for Schubert polynomials. While defined for w ∈ Sn, the Schubert and
Grothendieck polynomials Sw(x) and Gw(x) do not not depend on n. Thus we may define
them for w in S∞, where S∞ :=
⋃
n Sn under the usual inclusion Sn →֒ Sn+1. Both
the Schubert polynomials Sw(x) and the Grothendieck polynomials Gw(x) form bases of
Z[x1, x2, . . .], as w ranges over S∞.
1.2. Known Monk and Pieri-type formulas. The covering relations in the Bruhat
order are v ⋖ w = v(a, b), where ℓ(w) = ℓ(v) + 1. We denote this by
v
(a,b)
−−−→ w .
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A permutation v admits a cover v ⋖ v(a, b) with a < b and v(a) < v(b) if and only if
whenever a < c < b, then either v(c) < v(a) or else v(b) < v(c). Call this the cover
condition. The k-Bruhat order first appeared in the context of Monk’s formula [20], and
was studied in more detail in [1, 2]. It is the suborder of the Bruhat order where the covers
are restricted to those v⋖ v(a, b) with a ≤ k < b. Throughout this paper, we will consider
the Bruhat order and the k-Bruhat order on S∞ rather than on a particular symmetric
group Sn. We will use the following order on pairs of positive integers to compare covers
in a k-Bruhat order:
(1.3) (a, b) ≺ (c, d) if and only if (b > d) or (b = d and a < c) .
The Monk formula for Grothendieck polynomials is a formula for multiplication by Gsk(x).
Theorem 1.4. [15] We have that
Gv(x)Gsk(x) =
∑
γ
(−1)ℓ(γ)−1Gend(γ)(x) ,
where the sum is over all saturated chains γ in the k-Bruhat order (on S∞)
v = v0
(a1,b1)
−−−−→ v1
(a2,b2)
−−−−→ · · ·
(ap,bp)
−−−−→ vp = end(γ) ,
with p = ℓ(γ) ≥ 1, and
(1.5) (a1, b1) ≺ (a2, b2) ≺ · · · ≺ (ap, bp) .
This formula has no cancellations and is multiplicity free, which means that the coefficients
in the right-hand side are ±1 after collecting terms.
The proof of Theorem 1.4 is based on the following formula for multiplying an arbitrary
Grothendieck polynomial by a single variable.
Theorem 1.6. [15] We have that
(1.7) xk Gv(x) =
∑
γ
σ(γ)Gend(γ)(x) ,
where the sum is over all saturated chains γ in the Bruhat order (on S∞)
v = v0
(a1,k)
−−−→ v1
(a2,k)
−−−→ · · ·
(ap,k)
−−−→ vp
(k,b1)
−−−→ vp+1
(k,b2)
−−−→ · · ·
(k,bq)
−−−→ vp+q = end(γ) ,
where p, q ≥ 0, p+ q ≥ 1, σ(γ) := (−1)q+1, and
(1.8) ap < ap−1 < · · · < a1 < k < bq < bq−1 < · · · < b1 .
The Pieri formula for Schubert polynomials expresses the product of a Schubert poly-
nomial with an elementary symmetric polynomial ep(x1, . . . , xk), which is the Schubert
polynomial indexed by the cycle c[k,p] := (k−p+1, k−p+2, . . . , k+1), where k ≥ p ≥ 1.
There is a similar formula for multiplication by the homogeneous symmetric polynomial
hp(x1, . . . , xk), which is the Schubert polynomial indexed by the cycle r[k,p] := (k + p, k +
p−1, . . . , k). More generally, the Schur polynomial sλ(x1, . . . , xk) indexed by the partition
λ = (λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λk ≥ 0) coincides with the Schubert polynomial indexed the permu-
tation v with a unique descent at k, where v(i) = λk+1−i+ i for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. We denote this
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by v(λ, k) and call it a Grassmannian permutation. The corresponding Schubert classes
are pulled back from the projection of F ln to the Grassmannian of k-planes.
Theorem 1.9. [12, 19, 22, 23] We have that
Sv(x) ep(x1, . . . , xk) =
∑
γ
Send(γ)(x) ,
where the sum is over all saturated chains γ in the k-Bruhat order (on S∞)
v = v0
(a1,b1)
−−−−→ v1
(a2,b2)
−−−−→ · · ·
(ap,bp)
−−−−→ vp = end(γ) ,
satisfying
(1) b1 ≥ b2 ≥ · · · ≥ bp , and
(2) ai 6= aj if i 6= j .
This formula is multiplicity free as there is at most one such chain between any two per-
mutations.
The Pieri formula was first stated by Lascoux and Schu¨tzenberger in [12], where they
suggested a proof by induction on both p and k; this was later carried out in [19] (but with
a subtle error). The first proof that appeared was the geometric one in [23]. A different
formulation and approach can be found in [22]. We present an inductive proof of the Pieri
formula in K-theory, and thus correct the proof in [19].
1.3. The Pieri-type formula.
Definition 1.10. A marked chain in the k-Bruhat order is a saturated chain γ
(1.11) v = v0
(a1,b1)
−−−−→ v1
(a2,b2)
−−−−→ · · ·
(aq ,bq)
−−−−→ vq = end(γ) , q = ℓ(γ) ,
in the k-Bruhat order with some covers marked, which we often indicate by underlining
their labels: vi−1
(ai,bi)
−−−−→ vi.
A Pieri chain in the k-Bruhat order is a marked chain in the k-Bruhat order which
satisfies the following four conditions.
(P1) b1 ≥ b2 ≥ · · · ≥ bq .
(P2) If the ith cover vi−1
(ai,bi)
−−−−→ vi is marked, then aj 6= ai for j < i .
(P3) If the ith cover vi−1
(ai,bi)
−−−−→ vi is not marked and i+1 ≤ q, then (ai, bi) ≺ (ai+1, bi+1).
(P4) If b1 = · · · = br and a1 > · · · > ar for some r ≥ 1, then (ar, br) is marked.
For example, here is a Pieri chain in the 4-Bruhat order on S7
4261 735
(1,7)
−−−→ 5261 734
(2,6)
−−−→ 5361 724
(4,6)
−−−→ 5362 714
(3,5)
−−−→ 5372 614
(2,5)
−−−→ 5672314 .
We write Gλ(x1, . . . , xk) for the Grothendieck polynomial Gv(λ,k)(x), as it is symmetric
in x1, . . . , xk. Hence we have
G(1p)(x1, . . . , xk) := Gc[k,p](x) and G(p)(x1, . . . , xk) := Gr[k,p](x) .
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The K-theory Schubert classes represented by Gv(λ,k)(x) are pulled back from Grassman-
nian projections.
Theorem 1.12. We have that
(1.13) Gv(x)G(1p)(x1, . . . , xk) =
∑
(−1)ℓ(γ)−p Gend(γ)(x) ,
where the sum is over all Pieri chains γ in the k-Bruhat order (on S∞) that begin at v and
have p marks. This formula has no cancellations.
Remark 1.14. Let us give a combinatorial argument for why the sum in (1.13) has a
finite number of terms. Fix the permutation v in S∞, and let n be the smallest integer
such that n ≥ k and v(i) = i for i > n. The cover condition implies that the first cover
v = v0
(a1,b1)
−−−−→ v1 in a Pieri chain γ (in the k-Bruhat order) is such that b1 ≤ n + 1.
Using the notation (1.11) for γ, we deduce from condition (P1) that both ai and bi, for
i = 1, . . . , q, are bounded. On the other hand, we cannot have (ai, bi) = (aj , bj) for i 6= j;
indeed, using condition (P1) again, the above fact would imply that bl = bi = bj for all
l between i and j, which would contradict the fact that γ is increasing in Bruhat order.
Hence γ is given by a word with non-repeated letters (ai, bi) (marked or not) in a finite
alphabet. Clearly, there are a finite number of such words.
We interpret the conditions (P1)–(P4) for Pieri chains. Condition (P1) is shared by
both the Pieri-type formula for Schubert polynomials (Condition (1) in Theorem 1.9) and
the Monk formula for Grothendieck polynomials (Condition (1.5) of Theorem 1.4 implies
that b1 ≥ b2 ≥ · · · ≥ bp). The p marked covers correspond to the p covers in the Pieri-
type formula for Schubert polynomials, and condition (P2) is an analog to Condition (2)
in Theorem 1.9. For (P3), the unmarked covers behave like those in the Monk formula,
analogous to Condition (1.5) in Theorem 1.4. For the last condition (P4), note that, by
(P3), the first r−1 covers are forced to be marked. Thus (P4) states that the first cover
that is not forced to be marked by the previous conditions must be marked.
Remark 1.15. Consider a saturated chain γ in the k-Bruhat order (1.11) which admits
a marking satisfying Conditions (P1)–(P4) for some number p > 0 of marks. This can
happen if and only if γ satisfies Condition (P1) and the condition
(P0) For i = 2, . . . , ℓ(γ)− 1, if aj = ai for some j < i, then (ai, bi) ≺ (ai+1, bi+1).
In Section 2.1 we prove Theorem 2.2, which states that there is at most one chain in
the k-Bruhat order between two permutations satisfying Conditions (P0) and (P1). A
consequence of this uniqueness is a different version of the Pieri-type formula of Theo-
rem 1.12. Let us note that these results were not conjectured before; the only known
special cases correspond to p = 1 (the Monk formula [15] of Theorem 1.4) and to v being
a Grassmannian permutation (cf. [14] and Theorem 4.4 below).
Write v
c(k)
−−→ w when there is a chain γ from v to w in the k-Bruhat order satisfying
conditions (P0) and (P1). If v
c(k)
−−→ w with chain γ, then some covers in γ are forced to
be marked by conditions (P2)–(P4), while other covers are prohibited from being marked.
Let f(v, w) be the number of covers in γ forced to be marked and p(v, w) the number of
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covers prohibited from being marked. Set the binomial coefficient
(
n
k
)
= 0 if 0 ≤ k ≤ n
does not hold.
Corollary 1.16. We have that
Gv(x)G(1p)(x1, . . . , xk) =
∑
(−1)ℓ(w)−ℓ(v)−p
(
ℓ(w)− ℓ(v)− f(v, w)− p(v, w)
p− f(v, w)
)
Gw(x) ,
the sum over all permutations w (in S∞) such that v
c(k)
−−→ w.
2. Some finer aspects of the Bruhat order
We collect some results on the Bruhat order. in Section 2.1, we show that there is at
most one chain in the k-Bruhat order satisfying Conditions (P0) and (P1). Our proof of
the Pieri-type formula requires several rather technical results on chains in the Bruhat
order, which we give in Section 2.2.
We recall a characterization of the k-Bruhat order [1, Theorem A]. Given permutations
v, w ∈ Sn, we have v ≤k w if and only if
(2.1)
(1) a ≤ k < b implies that v(a) ≤ w(a) and v(b) ≥ w(b).
(2) a < b with v(a) < v(b) and w(a) > w(b) implies that a ≤ k < b.
2.1. Uniqueness of Pieri chains.
Theorem 2.2. Let v and w be permutations. There is at most one saturated chain in
k-Bruhat order from v to w satisfying Conditions (P0) and (P1).
The weaker result that chains γ satisfying (ai, bi) ≺ (ai+1, bi+1) for i = 2, . . . , ℓ(γ)−1 are
unique (uniqueness of chains in the Monk formula in Theorem 1.4) was proved in [15]. The
special case when ℓ(γ) = p is part of Theorem 1.9, for the Pieri formula in cohomology.
Proof. If an integer i does not occur in an expression x, we flatten x by replacing each
occurrence of j with j > i in x by j−1. Let γ be a chain in the k-Bruhat order from
v to w in Sn satisfying Conditions (P0) and (P1). We assume without loss of generality
that v(i) 6= w(i) for all i = 1, . . . , n. Indeed, if v(i) = w(i), then γ has no transposition
involving position i. If we restrict v and w to positions i with v(i) 6= w(i), flatten the
results, and likewise flatten γ, then we obtain a chain γ′ from v′ to w′ in Sn′ which satisfies
Conditions (P0) and (P1), and where v′(i) 6= w′(i) for all i = 1, . . . , n′. We recover v, w,
and γ from v′, w′, γ′, and the set {i | v(i) = w(i)}.
If v(i) 6= w(i) for all i = 1, . . . , n, then Condition (P1) implies that γ has the form
(a1, n), . . . , (ar, n), (b1, n−1), . . . , (bs, n−1), . . . , (c1, k+1), . . . , (ct, k+1) ,
where r, s, t > 0. Observe that ar = v
−1(w(n)). We will show that a1, . . . , ar−1 are also
determined by v and w, which will prove the theorem by induction on n, as any final
segment of γ is a chain satisfying Conditions (P0) and (P1). More precisely, set α :=
v(ar) = w(n), β := v(n), and a0 := n. Then we will show that whenever i 6∈ {a0, . . . , ar},
then either v(i) < α or v(i) > β. This will imply that α = β − r and thus v(ai) = β − i,
for i = 0, . . . , r.
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Since γ is a chain in the Bruhat order, α = v(ar) < · · · < v(a1) < v(a0) = β and the
transposition (aj , n) in γ interchanges v(aj) with v(aj−1), which is in position n. Suppose
by way of contradiction that there is some i 6∈ {a0, . . . , ar} with α < v(i) < β. Let j be
the index with v(aj) < v(i) < v(aj−1). By the cover condition applied to the cover (aj , n),
we have i < aj. At this point in the chain γ, the value in position i is less than the value in
position aj , and so by the characterization of the k-Bruhat order (2.1), this remains true
for subsequent permutations in the chain.
Let (i,m) be the first transposition in γ which involves position i and u the permutation
to which this transposition is applied. Then u(i) < u(aj), as we observed. Since i < aj <
m, the cover condition implies that u(m) < u(aj).
As v ≤k u and k < m, we have
v(m) ≥ u(m) > u(i) = v(i) > v(aj) .
Thus somewhere in the chain γ after (aj, n) but before (i,m), the relative order of the
values in positions aj and m is reversed. By Condition (P1) and the cover condition, this
happens by applying a transposition (l, m) with aj ≤ l.
Since i < l, there are two transpositions (l′, m), (l′′, m) which are adjacent in the chain
γ, occur weakly between (l, m) and (i,m), and satisfy l′′ < l ≤ l′. Assume that this is
the first such pair and let x be the permutation to which (l′, m) is applied. By Condition
(P0), the transposition (l′, m) is the first occurrence of l′ in the chain γ, so aj 6= l
′ (which
means that aj < l
′), as aj occured before in the transposition (aj, n). We claim that
x(l′) < x(aj). Indeed, if l = l
′, then x(l′) < x(aj) < x(m), by the definition of l, and if
l′ 6= l, then x(l′) < x(m) < x(aj).
Since the transposition (l′, m) is the first occurrence of l′ in the chain γ, we have x(l′) =
v(l′). Thus, v(l′) becomes the value in position m after applying (l′, m), so we have
v(l′) ≥ u(m) > u(i) = v(i) > v(aj) .
Since aj < l
′ and v ≤k x, (2.1) implies that x(aj) < x(l
′), a contradiction. 
Remark 2.3. If the permutation v has no ascents in positions 1, . . . , k−1, then if v
c(k)
−−→ w,
the chain γ from v to w is a Monk chain. Indeed, we cannot have (ai, bi) 6≺ (ai+1, bi+1) in
γ for then bi+1 = bi and ai+1 < ai. But the value in position ai is v(ai), by Condition (P0),
and this is less than the value in position ai+1, by the special form of v and the character-
ization of the k-Bruhat order (2.1). Hence, the permutations indexing the Grothendieck
polynomials with nonzero coefficients in the expansion of Gv(x)G(1p)(x1, . . . , xk) are pre-
cisely the permutations relevant to the expansion of Gv(x)Gsk(x) (the Monk-type formula
in Theorem 1.4) which differ from v in at least p positions from 1 to k.
If the permutation v has no descents in positions 1, . . . , k− 1, then a stronger version of
Theorem 2.2 holds, in which Condition (P0) is dropped from the hypothesis. Indeed, there
is always at most one position from 1 to k with which we can transpose a given position
greater than k such that the cover condition holds. In general, not all chains obtained in
this case satisfy Condition (P0). We also note that the statement in Theorem 2.2 is false
if Condition (P0) is dropped from the hypothesis.
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The proof of Theorem 2.2 provides the following algorithm to decide if v
c(k)
−−→ w and if
so, produces the chain γ.
Algorithm 2.4.
Step 1. Let m := n and γ := ∅.
Step 2. If v(m) = w(m) then Am := ∅; go to Step 6.
Step 3. Let
Am := {i | i ≤ k , v(i) 6= w(i) , and w(m) ≤ v(i) < v(m)} .
Step 4. Write the elements in Am as {a1, . . . , ar}, where v(m) > v(a1) > · · · > v(ar), and
then set
v := v(a1, m)(a2, m) · · · (ar, m) and γ := γ|(a1, m), (a2, m), . . . , (ar, m) .
(Here, | means concatenation.)
Step 5. If v(m) 6= w(m), or any multiplication by a transposition (ai, m) in Step 4 violates
Condition (P0), then output “no such chain”. STOP.
Step 6. Let m := m− 1; if m > k then go to Step 2.
Step 7. If v = w then output the chain γ else output “no such chain”. STOP.
Remark 2.5. The branching rule in the tree of saturated chains (in k-Bruhat order)
satisfying Conditions (P0) and (P1) which start at a given permutation is simple. Indeed,
if we are at the beginning of the chain, any transposition (a, b) with a ≤ k < b that
satisfies the cover condition can be applied. Otherwise, assuming (c, d) is the previous
transposition, the current transposition (a, b) has to satisfy the following extra conditions:
(1) b ≤ d; (2) if b = d and there is a transposition (c, ·) before (c, d), then a > c.
Example 2.6. Consider multiplying G21543(x) by G(12)(x1, x2, x3). There is a unique chain
in the 3-Bruhat order from 215436 to 426315 which satisfies Condition (P1).
215 436
(3,6)
−−−→ 216 435
(1,5)
−−−→ 316 425
(2,5)
−−−→ 326 415
(1,4)
−−−→ 426315 .
This chain has two markings that satisfy conditions (P2)–(P4) for p = 2.(
(3, 6), (1, 5), (2, 5), (1, 4)
)
and
(
(3, 6), (1, 5), (2, 5), (1, 4)
)
Hence, the coefficient of G426315(x) in the product G21543(x) · G(12)(x1, x2, x3) is 2.
2.2. Forbidden subsequences in chains in the k-Bruhat order. The Bruhat order is
Eulerian [24], so every interval of length two has 2 maximal chains. This defines a pairing
on chains of length two. For convenience, we may represent a chain in the Bruhat order
by the sequence of its covering transpositions; thus the chain
v
(a,b)
−−−→ v′
(c,d)
−−−→ v′′ may be written
(
(a, b), (c, d)
)
.
Lemma 2.7. Let γ be a chain of length two in the Bruhat order from v to w.
(1) If γ =
(
(a, b), (c, d)
)
with a, b, c, d distinct numbers, then
(
(c, d), (a, b)
)
is another
chain from v to w.
(2) Suppose that j < k < l.
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(a) If γ =
(
(k, l), (j, l)
)
, then the other chain is
(
(j, k), (k, l)
)
.
(b) If γ =
(
(j, l), (j, k)
)
, then the other chain is
(
(j, k), (k, l)
)
.
(c) If γ =
(
(j, l), (k, l)
)
, then the other chain is
(
(k, l), (j, k)
)
.
(d) If γ =
(
(j, k), (j, l)
)
, then the other chain is
(
(k, l), (j, k)
)
.
Transformations involving (1) will be called commutations and those involving (2) inter-
twining relations. Note that the second chains in (2)(a) and (2)(b) are the same, as are the
second chains (2)(c) and (2)(d). Thus chains of either form
(
(j, k), (k, l)
)
or
(
(k, l), (j, k)
)
intertwine in one of two distinct ways.
Remark 2.8. The omission in the proof of the cohomology Pieri formula in [19] arises
from intertwining transpositions and it occurs in the displayed formula at the bottom of
page 94 (which also contains a small typographic omission—ζζ ′ should be replaced by
ζζ ′tmq). There, a transposition (a, b) is written tab. In that formula, transpositions tirmtmq
with ir < m < q are intertwined as in Lemma 2.72(b), and the case when they intertwine
as in 2(a) is neglected. This neglected case does occur when (in the notation of [19])
w = 32154, m = p = 4, q = 5, and u ∈ S3,3(w) is 45213 = wt24t34t15. We discuss this
further in Remarks 3.5 and 3.16.
We give four lemmas prohibiting certain chains in the k-Bruhat order.
Lemma 2.9. A saturated chain in the k-Bruhat order satisfying (P0) and (P1) cannot
contain a subsequence of the form (j,m), . . . , (i,m), . . . , (i, l) with i < j ≤ k < l < m.
Proof. We show that if a saturated chain γ in the k-Bruhat order satisfying (P0) and (P1)
contains a subsequence (j,m), . . . , (i,m), . . . , (i, l) with i < j ≤ k < l < m, then there is
a saturated chain in the k-Bruhat order (j′, m′)(i′, m′)(i′, l′) with i′ < j′ ≤ k < l′ < m′. If
this chain begins at a permutation v, then the cover condition implies the contradictory
inequalities v(l′) < v(m′) and v(m′) < v(l′).
Removing an initial segment from γ, we may assume that it begins with (j,m) and no
transposition (h,m) between (j,m) and (i,m) satisfies i < h. Removing a final segment,
we may assume that it ends with (i, l) and its only transpositions involving i are (i,m)
and (i, l). This gives a chain which we still call γ that satisfies Conditions (P0) and (P1).
If (j,m) is not next to (i,m), then it is next to a transposition (h,m) with h < i < j.
By Lemma 2.7(2)(a), we may replace (j,m)(h,m) by (h, j)(j,m) and then remove (h, j),
obtaining another chain satisfying (P0) and (P1). Continuing in this fashion gives a chain
satisfying (P0) and (P1) in which (j,m) is adjacent to (i,m).
We reduce to the case h1 > h2 > · · · > hr > i, where (h1, l), (h2, l), . . . , (hr, l), (i, l) is the
subchain of transpositions involving l. While there is a transposition (a, l) followed by (b, l)
with a < b, pick the rightmost such and use the intertwining relation of Lemma 2.7(2)(c)
to replace (a, l)(b, l) by (b, l)(a, b). Next, commute (a, b) to the end of the chain and remove
it. This is possible because the positions h1, . . . , hr, i are all distinct.
Since h1 > h2 > · · · > hr > i and the chain ends with these transpositions involving l,
Condition (P0) implies that no hi occurs elsewhere in the chain. Thus all transpositions
between (i,m) and (h1, l) can be commuted to the end of the chain and removed, while
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the transpositions (h1, l), (h2, l), . . . , (hr, l) can be commuted to the front of the chain and
removed. This gives a chain in the Bruhat order of the form (j′, m′), (i′, m′), (i′, l′) with
i′ < j′ < l′ < m′, which, as we observed, is forbidden. 
Lemma 2.10. Suppose that γ is a saturated chain in the k-Bruhat order from v to u
satisfying Condition (P1), and that there is a saturated chain above u in the k-Bruhat
order of the form
(2.11) u
(i1,l)
−−−→ u1
(i2,l)
−−−→ · · ·
(ir ,l)
−−−→ ur .
Then the concatenation of γ with this chain cannot contain a segment of the form
(2.12) (i,m), . . . , (i, l), (j, l) ,
where i < j ≤ k < m ≤ l, and no other transposition in (2.12) involves i.
Proof. We may assume that the concatenation begins with (i,m), ends with (j, l), and that
no transposition between (i,m) and (i, l) involves i. Let w be the permutation to which
(i, l) is applied. Then the covers v ⋖ v(i,m) and w ⋖ w(i, l), together with the hypothesis
on i imply that
v(i) < v(m) = w(i) < w(l) ≤ v(l) .
In particular, l 6= m and so i < j < m < l. This implies that (i,m) belongs to the chain
γ and (i, l), (j, l) to the chain (2.11), by Condition (P1).
We claim that there is a number y in one of the positions j+1, . . . , m in w that satisfies
v(j) < y < v(m). This will lead to a contradiction to the cover condition for the cover
(j, l). Indeed, assumptions on i and j imply that the numbers exchanged at the cover (j, l)
are v(j) < v(m) with v(j) in position j and v(m) in position l.
We prove the claim by induction on the length of the chain. After the first cover in the
chain, v(i) occupies position m. Since we have v(j), v(i) < v(m) and i < j < m, the cover
condition implies that v(j) < v(i).
Suppose that a subsequent permutation in the chain has a value y in a position h with
j ≤ h ≤ m and v(j) < y < v(m). If k < h, then any transposition (n, h) that interchanges
y with a number smaller than v(j) must have j < n by the cover condition, and so y
remains at a position n with j < n ≤ m. Let us now turn to the case h ≤ k. Assume
that the next cover in the chain is (h, n). If this cover comes from the chain γ, then
k < n ≤ m, as γ satisfies (P1), and so y remains at a position n with j < n ≤ m. If
the cover comes from the segment (2.11), then it places y in position l. This implies that
subsequent permutations in the chain have values at most y in position l, which contradicts
v(m) occupying that position in the penultimate step in the chain. This proves the claim
and completes the proof of the lemma. 
Lemma 2.13. Let γ be a saturated chain in the (k−1)-Bruhat order from v to u satisfying
Conditions (P0) and (P1). Assume that γ has the form
(2.14) γ = γ′ | (i0, k), (i1, k), . . . , (ir, k) ,
and, for t = 1, . . . , r, the transpositions (it, k), (k, l) intertwine as in Lemma 2.7(2)(a).
Also assume that any transposition (ir, m) in γ
′ has m > l. Then any transposition (it, m)
in γ′ has m > l for t = 0, . . . , r.
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Proof. We use induction on r to show that any transposition (i0, m) in γ
′ has m > l.
The assumption on γ′ is the case r = 0. Assume r ≥ 1, and consider the concatenation
γ|(k, l) of γ with (k, l). Let us intertwine (it, k) with (k, l), for t = r, r− 1, . . . , 0. If (i0, k)
intertwines with (k, l) as in Lemma 2.7(2)(a), then we obtain the chain
(2.15) γ′ | (k, l), (i0, l), . . . , (ir, l) .
Otherwise, (i0, k)(k, l) becomes (i0, l)(i0, k). We then commute (i0, k) to the right and
remove it to obtain the chain
(2.16) γ′ | (i0, l), . . . , (ir, l) .
If γ′ contains a transposition (i0, m), then we must have i0 < i1, by Condition (P0). Given
that γ′ satisfies Conditions (P0) and (P1), we conclude that m > l. Indeed, otherwise we
have i0 < i1 ≤ k < m ≤ l, so the segment
(i0, m), . . . , (i0, l), (i1, l) ,
in (2.15) or (2.16) has the form forbidden by Lemma 2.10, unless there is a transposition
(i1, n) between (i0, m) and (i0, l). But then the induction hypothesis applies, and we have
m ≥ n > l, by Condition (P1). 
Lemma 2.17. A chain in the (k−1)-Bruhat order satisfying (P0) and (P1) cannot contain
a segment of the form
(2.18) (i, l), . . . , (h, l), . . . , (h,m), . . . , (i, k) ,
where there are no other transpositions between (i, l) and (i, k) which involve i.
Proof. Suppose that γ is such a chain. Truncate γ to begin at a permutation v with the
cover v ⋖ v(i, l) and to end with the step z ⋖ z(i, k). Furthermore, the assumptions on i
imply that z(i) = v(l). The covers (i, l) and (h, l) imply that
v(h) < v(i) < v(l) .
Since γ satisfies Condition (P1), we have i 6= h, m 6= l, and k ≤ m < l. We must have
i < h for if i > h, then (i, l), . . . , (h, l), . . . , (h,m) is forbidden by Lemma 2.9.
We next argue that m 6= k. Suppose otherwise that m = k, so (h,m) in (2.18) becomes
(h, k) and let y ⋖ y(h, k) =: y′ be the corresponding cover. By Condition (P0), there is a
permutation x after y and two covers
x
(h′,k)
−−−→ x′
(h′′,k)
−−−−→ x′′ ,
where h′′ < h < h′. By Condition (P0) and the cover condition, v(h′) = x(h′) < x(k).
Since y′ = y(h, k), we have y′(k) < y′(h). Since y′ ≤k−1 x, we have x(k) ≤ y
′(k) and
y′(h) ≤ x(h). Putting these together gives
(2.19) x(h′) < x(h) .
Since x′ ≤k−1 z, we have x
′(k) ≥ z(k), and also v(h′) = x(h′) = x′(k) > v(l). Since
v(l) > v(h), we have v(h) < v(h′). However, v ≤k−1 x, and so the characterization (2.1)
of ≤k−1 implies that x(h) < x(h
′), contradicting (2.19).
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Thus i < h < k < m < l. We determine the values of v at these positions. Let (h,m)
be the last transposition in the chain γ involving h, with cover y ⋖ y(h,m) =: y′. By the
cover condition for the covers (i, l) and (h, l), neither v(k) nor v(m) lies between v(h) and
v(l).
Recall that the last cover in the chain is z ⋖ z(i, k) and v(l) = z(i) < z(k). Since
v ≤k−1 z, we have z(k) ≤ v(k) and so v(l) < v(k).
As v(h) < v(k) and v ≤k y
′, the characterization (2.1) of ≤k implies that y(m) =
y′(h) < y′(k) = y(k). But v ≤k−1 y, so the characterization (2.1) of ≤k−1 implies then
v(m) < v(k). We conclude that
v(h) < v(i) < v(l) < v(m) < v(k) .
As v ≤k−1 y, we have y(m) ≤ v(m). We argue that it is impossible to have either
v(l) < y(m) or v(l) > y(m). (Since i 6= m and v(l) = y(i), we cannot have v(l) = y(m).)
Suppose that v(l) < y(m). Since (h,m) is the last transposition involving h, we have
z(h) = y(m). Since z(i) = v(l) < z(h) and z ⋖ z(i, k) is the last cover in the chain, the
cover condition implies that z(k) < z(h). Since y′(h) < y′(k) = v(k), there is some step
u⋖ u(j, k) =: u′ in the chain such that u(j) < u(h) = y(m) < u(k).
The cover condition implies that h < j. As u(h) > u(j) and v ≤k−1 u, (2.1) implies
that v(h) > v(j). Since u(j) = u′(k) and u′ ≤k−1 z, we have u(j) ≥ z(k). But then
u(j) > v(l) > v(h) > v(j), and so there had to be a previous transposition (j, ·) in the
chain.
By Condition (P0), there is a permutation x in the chain after u and two covers
x
(′,k)
−−−→ x′
(′′,k)
−−−→ x′′ ,
with ′′ < j < ′. By Condition (P0) again, v(′) = x(′)(= x′(k)). Since x′ ≤k−1 z, z(k) >
v(l), and v(l) > v(h), we must have v(′) > v(h). Then (2.1) implies that x(h) < x(′). On
the other hand, u′(k) ≥ x(k) and so u(j) > x(′) as u(j) = u′(k) and x(′) = x′(k). Since
x(h) = y(m) > u(j), we have found a contradiction to the assumption that x(h) < x(′).
Suppose now that v(l) > y(m). Since v(m) > v(l), there is some cover t⋖ t(a,m) =: t′
in the chain before y where
t′(m) = t(a) < v(l) < t(m) .
Since v(l) = t(i), the cover condition implies that i < a. Since t′(k) = v(k), we have
v(l) = t′(i) < t′(a) < t′(k) = v(k) .
Thus, if w ⋖ w(b, k) is the first cover in the chain involving k, then t′ ≤k w and (2.1)
implies that
v(l) = w(i) < w(a) < w(k) = v(k) .
On the other hand, the cover condition on z ⋖ z(i, k) implies that
v(l) = z(i) < z(k) < z(a) .
It follows that there is some cover u ⋖ u(c, k) =: u′ in the chain where u(a) < u(k) but
u′(a) > u′(k). We will rule out both cases of c 6= a and c = a.
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If c = a, then by Condition (P0) there is a permutation x in the chain after u and two
covers
x
(a′,k)
−−−→ x′
(a′′,k)
−−−−→ x′′ ,
with a′′ < a < a′. By Condition (P0), x(a′) = u(a′) = v(a′). Note that as u′ ≤k−1 x,
u(a′) = x(a′) < x(k) ≤ u′(k) = u(a) .
Since v ≤k−1 u and a < a
′, (2.1) implies that v(a′) < v(a). But this is a contradiction, as
we had v(a) ≤ t(a) < v(l) and v(l) < z(k) ≤ x′(k) = x(a′) = v(a′).
We are left with the case c 6= a. Then there is no cover (a, k) in the chain and so
w(a) = z(a). By our definition of c, we have
u(c) < u(a) < u(k) ,
and the cover condition forces a < c. Since t ≤k−1 u, (2.1) implies that t(c) < t(a).
However, t(a) < v(l) and also v(l) < z(k) ≤ u′(k) = u(c) and so we conclude that
t(c) 6= u(c) and so there had to be a previous transposition (c, ·) in the chain.
By Condition (P0), there is a permutation x in the chain after u and two covers
x
(c′,k)
−−−→ x′
(c′′,k)
−−−→ x′′ ,
with c′′ < c < c′. By Condition (P0), this is the first transposition involving c′, and so
v(c′) = u(c′) = x(c′) < x(k) ≤ u′(k) = u(c) ;
the inequalities are from the cover x ⋖ x(c′, k) and u′ ≤k−1 x. Thus a < c < c
′ and
u(a) > u(c) > u(c′). Since v ≤k−1 u, (2.1) implies that
v(a) > v(c) > v(c′) .
On the other hand, we have
v(c′) = x(c′) = x′(k) ≥ z(k) > v(l) ,
and v(l) > t(a) ≥ v(a), a contradiction. 
3. Proof of the Pieri-type formula
Fix a permutation v throughout. For 1 ≤ p ≤ k, let Γk,p be the set of Pieri chains in the
k-Bruhat order which begin at v and have p marks. For γ ∈ Γk,p, set sgn(γ) = (−1)
ℓ(γ)−p.
Let Γ′k,p be the set of chains which are the concatenation of a Pieri chain π in Γk−1,p with a
Monk chain µ satisfying the conditions of Theorem 1.6 for the multiplication of Gend(π)(x)
by xk. For γ = π|µ ∈ Γ
′
k,p, let sgn(γ) = sgn(π)σ(µ), where σ(µ) is the sign of µ in
Theorem 1.6. These parts π and µ are called the Pieri- and Monk- chains of γ.
We prove Theorem 1.12 by double induction on 0 ≤ p ≤ k, as explained below. (If
p > k, then we have G(1p)(x1, . . . , xk) = 0.) The case p = 1 is the Monk formula [15] of
Theorem 1.4. Assume that the formula of Theorem 1.12 holds for 1, . . . , k − 1 (as values
of k) and all p; the base case k = 1 is given by the Monk formula, as discussed above, or
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simply by the formula of Theorem 1.6. The transition formula [11, 15] for G(1p)(x1, . . . , xk)
is
(3.1)
0 = G(1p)(x1, . . . , xk) − G(1p)(x1, . . . , xk−1)
−xkG(1p−1)(x1, . . . , xk−1) + xkG(1p)(x1, . . . , xk−1) .
Let us multiply this by Gv(x). Based on our induction hypotheses and the formula of
Theorem 1.6, we have
(3.2)
Gv(x) · G(1p)(x1, . . . , xk−1) =
∑
γ∈Γk−1,p
sgn(γ)Gend(γ)(x) ,
Gv(x) · G(1p)(x1, . . . , xk−1) · xk =
∑
γ∈Γ′
k,p
sgn(γ)Gend(γ)(x) , and
the analog of the last formula for p−1 instead of p. Hence, it suffices to show that
(3.3)
0 =
∑
γ∈Γk,p
sgn(γ)Gend(γ)(x) −
∑
γ∈Γk−1,p
sgn(γ)Gend(γ)(x)
−
∑
γ∈Γ′
k,p−1
sgn(γ)Gend(γ)(x) +
∑
γ∈Γ′
k,p
sgn(γ)Gend(γ)(x) .
Indeed, based on the transition formula above, this would imply that
Gv(x) · G(1p)(x1, . . . , xk) =
∑
γ∈Γk,p
sgn(γ)Gend(γ)(x) ,
which is the formula of Theorem 1.12. The claim that the sum on the right is without
cancellations is immediate: the sign of a term in that sum depends only upon the length
of the permutation with which it ends.
We prove the formula (3.3) by giving a matching on chains in the multiset
(3.4) Γ := Γk,p ∪ Γk−1,p ∪ Γ
′
k,p ∪ Γ
′
k,p−1 ,
which matches chains having the same endpoint but different signs. This is a multiset, as
Γk,p and Γk−1,p may have chains in common. We actually define two different matchings
on subsets A and B (as opposed to submultisets) of (3.4) whose union is Γ, and then show
that the matching on A restricts to a matching on A \B.
Remark 3.5. The chains γ ∈ Γ which occur in the Pieri formula for cohomology are those
whose Pieri chains have every transposition marked and whose Monk chains (if γ ∈ Γ′k,p−1,
since Γ′k,p does not occur) consists of a single transposition. Restricting the argument given
here to such chains furnishes a correction to the proof of the Pieri-type formula in [19].
We introduce some notation. Express chains γ in Γ as a list of transpositions labeling
covers in γ, underline the marked transpositions and separate, if necessary, the Pieri- and
Monk- chains with |. Thus for v = 421536,
(3.6)
(
(4, 6), (1, 6), (2, 5) | (3, 5), (5, 6)
)
∈ Γ′5,2
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is the concatenation of Pieri chain from 421536 to 531624 with a Monk chain to 532641,
which we display
4215 36
(4,6)
−−−→ 4216 35
(1,6)
−−−→ 5216 34
(2,5)
−−−→ 531624 | 53162 4
(3,5)
−−−→ 53261 4
(5,6)
−−−→ 532641 .
The second transposition must be marked by Condition (P4). The initial transposition and
any subsequent transpositions relevant to condition (P4) constitute the initial subchain of
a given chain.
3.1. The first matching. Define subsets AP and AM of Γ.
AP : The chains γ ∈ Γ whose Pieri chain ends in an unmarked transposition (i, k) which
can be moved into the Monk chain to obtain a valid chain µ(γ) in Γ. It is possible
that γ ∈ Γk,p or Γk,p−1, so that it has no Monk chain.
AM : The chains γ ∈ Γ whose Monk chain begins with a transposition (i, k) which can
be moved into the Pieri chain and left unmarked to obtain a valid chain π(γ) in Γ.
The paired chains γ, µ(γ) and γ, π(γ) contribute opposite sign to the sum (3.3).
Observe that the chain (3.6) does not lie in AP : if we try to move the transposition
(2, 5) from its Pieri chain to is Monk chain, then that chain becomes (2, 5)(3, 5)(5, 6),
which violates the condition (1.8) for a Monk chain as a1 = 2 < 3 = a2. However, it does
lie in AM : since (2, 5) ≺ (3, 5) the transposition (3, 5) may be moved into the Pieri chain
and left unmarked to produce a valid Pieri chain. As claimed, these two chains contribute
opposite signs in the sum (3.3); the first has sign −1 and the second has sign (−1)2 = 1.
In the definition of AM , the condition that π(γ) lies in Γ excludes chains γ ∈ Γ having
one of two exceptional forms.
(E1): γ ∈ Γ′k,p−1 has Monk chain consisting of a single transposition (j, k) which can be
moved into its Pieri chain and left unmarked to create a valid chain π(γ) ∈ Γk−1,p−1,
and thus π(γ) is not a chain in Γ.
(E2): γ ∈ Γ′k,p ∪ Γ
′
k,p−1 has Monk chain beginning with (j, k) and Pieri chain of the form
(i1, k), (i2, k), . . . , (ir, k) with i1 > i2 > · · · > ir > j .
Here, r = p if γ ∈ Γ′k,p and r = p−1 if γ ∈ Γ
′
k,p−1. If we tried to move the
transposition (j, k) into the Pieri chain, it must be marked, by Condition (P4).
These cases will be treated in the next section. We show that π and µ are inverses and
they define a matching on A := AP ∪AM .
Lemma 3.7. The sets AP and AM are disjoint, and π, µ are bijections between them.
Proof. Note that µ(AP ) ⊂ AM and π(AM) ⊂ AP , and π, µ are inverses. We need only
show that AP ∩ AM = ∅.
Suppose that the Pieri chain of γ ∈ Γ ends in an unmarked transposition (i, k) and its
Monk chain begins with a transposition (j, k). Note that (j, k) can be moved into the Pieri
chain of γ and left unmarked to create a valid chain if and only if i < j, by Condition
(P3). This chain will not lie in Γ if γ has the exceptional form (E1). Similarly, (i, k) can
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be moved into the Monk chain to create a valid chain if and only if i > j, by Theorem 1.6.
Thus γ cannot simultaneously lie in both AP and AM . 
Lemma 3.8. The set A consists of chains γ ∈ Γ that do not have one of the exceptional
forms, and either their Pieri chain ends in an unmarked transposition (i, k), or else their
Monk chain begins with a transposition (j, k) (or both).
Proof. Suppose that γ ∈ Γ does not have one of the exceptional forms and its Monk chain
begins with (j, k). Then this can be moved into the Pieri chain to create a valid chain
in Γ unless that Pieri chain ends in an unmarked (i, k) with i > j, but then (i, k) can be
moved into the Monk chain. If the Monk chain does not begin with a transposition of the
form (j, k) and its Pieri chain ends in an unmarked (i, k), then this can be moved into its
Monk chain to create a valid chain in Γ. 
3.2. The second matching. This is done in four steps with the first and most involved
step matching every chain in Γk,p with a chain in one of Γk,p−1, Γ
′
k,p, or Γ
′
k,p−1. The next
three steps pair some of the remaining chains. Note that p ≥ 2, as the base of our induction
is the Monk formula with p = 1.
Step 1. Let γ ∈ Γk,p. Recall that a Pieri chain in Γk,p is a chain in the k-Bruhat order
with p marked covers satisfying conditions (P1), (P2), (P3), and (P4) of Definition 1.10.
If no transposition (k, ·) appears in γ, then γ is also a chain in Γk−1,p, and we pair these
two copies of γ which contribute opposite signs to the sum (3.3). Every chain in Γk−1,p
that is lacking a transposition of the form (·, k) is paired in this step.
Now suppose that γ ∈ Γk,p has a transposition of the form (k, ·), and let (k, l) be the
first such transposition in γ. The chain γ has the form
(3.9) γ = (. . . , (k, l), {(it, l)}
r
t=1, {. . . , (k,mt)}
s
t=1, . . . ) ,
where r, s ≥ 0; we also assume that all transpositions (k, ·) and all transpositions (·, l)
after (k, l) were displayed in (3.9). The parts in braces need not occur in γ, and we have
suppressed the markings.
Example 3.10. Suppose that k = 5, p = 4, and v = 52173846. Then
52173 846
(1,8)
−−−→ 62173 845
(5,7)
−−−→ 62174 835
(2,7)
−−−→ 63174 825
(3,7)
−−−→
63274 815
(4,6)
−−−→ 62384 715
(1,6)
−−−→ 72384 615
(5,6)
−−−→ 73286415
is a Pieri chain in Γ5,4. We first use the intertwining relations of Lemma 2.7(2)(a) to
replace (5, 7)(2, 7)(3, 7) with (2, 5)(3, 5)(5, 7) (unmarking the (5, 7)), and obtain the chain
52173 846
(1,8)
−−−→ 6217 3845
(2,5)
−−−→ 6317 2845
(3,5)
−−−→ 63271 845
(5,7)
−−−→
63274 815
(4,6)
−−−→ 62384 715
(1,6)
−−−→ 72384 615
(5,6)
−−−→ 73286415 .
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The transpositions (2, 5), (3, 5), and (5, 7) may now be commuted past (4, 6) and (1, 6).
Placing the unmarked (5, 7) into the Monk chain gives the following chain in Γ′5,3:
5217 3846
(1,8)
−−−→ 6217 3845
(4,6)
−−−→ 6218 3745
(1,6)
−−−→ 7218 3645
(2,5)
−−−→
7318 2645
(3,5)
−−−→ 73281645 73281 645
(5,7)
−−−→ 72384 615
(5,6)
−−−→ 73286415 .
Given a chain γ of the form (3.9), we transform it as in example 3.10 by first using the
intertwining relations of Lemma 2.7(2)(a) to
(3.11) replace (k, l), (i1, l), . . . , (ir, l) with (i1, k), . . . , (ir, k), (k, l) .
Let γ′′ be the transformed chain. We then move all transpositions now involving k to the
end of the chain using the commutation relations of Lemma 2.7(1). This is indeed possible
as the following conditionds hold.
(i) There are no transpositions (·, k) in γ′′ other than those indicated in (3.11), as γ
is a chain in the k-Bruhat order.
(ii) Each transposition (k,mt) is the last transposition in γ involving mt. Otherwise
Condition (P3) would force (k,mt) to be marked, which is impossible by Condition
(P2), as (k, l) precedes (k,mt) in γ. Thus, any transpositions to the right of (k,mt)
not involving k will commute with (k,mt).
(iii) There are no transpositions (it, ·) to the right of (it, l) in γ. Indeed, let (it, l
′) be
one. Then l′ < l, by Condition (P1). We thus have the following subchain in γ:
(k, l), . . . , (it, l), . . . , (it, l
′) .
As it < k < l
′ < l, this subchain is forbidden by Lemma 2.9.
Let us split the chain obtained above from γ′′ by commutations just before the trans-
position (k, l) to obtain the chain
γ′ = (. . . , {(it, k)}
r
t=1 | (k, l), {(k,mt)}
s
t=1 ) .
This is the concatenation of a chain in the (k−1)-Bruhat order satisfying Condition (P1)
and a Monk chain. We describe how to mark γ′ to obtain a chain in either Γ′k,p or Γ
′
k,p−1.
If γ does not begin with (k, l) or if γ begins with (k, l) and its initial subchain is just
(k, l), so that
(3.12) γ = ((k, l), {(it, l)}
r
t=1, {(k,mt)}
s
t=1) ,
then we mark the transpositions in γ′ that were marked in γ and mark the transposition
(it, k) in γ
′ if (it, l) was marked in γ. We also remove the mark (if any) from (k, l). This
gives a valid marking of γ′. Indeed, assume that (it, l) was marked in γ. By Condition
(P2), no transposition (it, ·) preceeds (it, l) in γ, and by (iii) above, no transposition (it, ·)
follows (it, l), so the transposition (it, k) is the only transposition involving it in γ
′ and so
it may be marked and satisfy (P2). Since no transposition (k,mt) was marked in γ, we
obtain a chain γ′ in Γ′k,p−1 if (k, l) was marked, and one in Γ
′
k,p if (k, l) was not marked.
This chain γ′ contributes a sign opposite to that of γ in the sum (3.3).
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If γ begins with (k, l) and its initial subchain contains other transpositions, then the
initial subchain of γ′ will involve transpositions (j,m) with m < l that are to the right of
the initial subchain of γ. To obtain a valid marking of γ′, first swap (in γ) the markings of
the last transpositions in the initial subchains of γ and γ′ (wherever the latter may appear
in γ), and then proceed as above. The chain γ′ will have p−1 marked transpositions—
losing the mark on (k, l)—except when the initial subchain of γ is just the transposition
(k, l) and the last transposition in the initial subchain of γ′ is unmarked in γ. In that case,
γ′ will have p markings.
We identify the image of Γk,p in each of Γk−1,p, Γ
′
k,p, and Γ
′
k,p−1. Call these images
Γk−1,p(1), Γ
′
k,p(1), and Γ
′
k,p−1(1)—the (1) indicates that these are the chains paired in step
1 of this second matching.
• Γk−1,p(1): This is the intersection Γk,p∩Γk−1,p and it consists of those chains in Γk−1,p
that do not contain a transposition of the form (·, k).
• Γ′k,p(1): A chain γ
′ is in Γ′k,p(1) if it is the image of a chain γ ∈ Γk,p either whose first
transposition (k, l) involving k is unmarked, or else the initial subchain of γ is just (k, l)
and the last transposition in the initial subchain of γ′ is unmarked in γ. In either case,
r = 0. The chain γ′ is obtained from γ by trivially commuting all transpositions involving
k to the end with no intertwining. Thus, these are the chains in Γ′k,p whose Monk chain
begins with (k, l) and which have no transposition involving k in their Pieri chain.
• Γ′k,p−1(1): This consists of the images of chains γ in Γk,p whose first transposition (k, l)
involving k is marked and, if (k, l) is their initial subchain, then the last transposition in
the initial subchain of γ′ is marked in γ. This is the set of chains in Γ′k−1,p such that the
following hold.
(i) The Monk chain begins with (k, l).
(ii) All transpositions (i, k) in the Pieri chain intertwine with the transposition (k, l)
in (i) as in Lemma 2.7(2)(a).
(iii) If (i, k) is the rightmost such transposition in the Pieri chain (necessarily the last
transposition), then any other transposition (i,m) in the Pieri chain has m > l.
The weakness of condition (iii) is explained by Lemma 2.13, which implies that if (j, k)
and (j,m) are transpositions in the Pieri chain of a chain in Γ′k,p−1(1), then m > l.
We describe the inverse transformations. If γ′ ∈ Γk−1,p(1), then the inverse transforma-
tion simply regards γ′ as a chain in Γk,p. If γ
′ ∈ Γ′k,p(1), then its Monk chain begins with
(k, l) and its Pieri chain has no transpositions involving k. Commute all transpositions
(k, ·) in its Monk chain back into its Pieri chain as far left as possible to satisfy Condition
(P1), preserving all markings. This gives a valid chain in Γk,p, except when (k, l) becomes
the initial subchain. In that case, mark (k, l) to satisfy Condition (P4) and unmark the
last transposition in the initial subchain of γ′ to obtain a chain in Γk,p.
Suppose that γ′ ∈ Γ′k,p−1(1) satisfies conditions (i)–(iii) above. By Lemma 2.13, if (i,m)
and (i, k) are two transpositions in γ′, then m > l. Thus, if we intertwine (k, l) with all
transpositions (it, k) in γ
′ (the reverse of (3.11)), we may commute the transpositions (k, l)
and (it, l) leftwards, as well as all remaining transpositions (k,mt) in the Monk chain to
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obtain a chain γ satisfying Condition (P1). We then mark (k, l). This gives a valid chain
in Γk,p except possibly if (k, l) is its initial transposition without being its initial subchain,
and (3.12) holds. In that case, the last step in the transformation is to simply swap the
markings of the last transpositions of the initial subchains of γ and γ′.
Lastly, we remark that the paired chains contribute opposite signs to the sum (3.3).
Step 2. Let Γ′k,p−1(2.1) be the set of chains γ in Γ
′
k,p−1 such that the following hold.
(i) The Monk chain of γ begins with a transposition (k, l).
(ii) There is a transposition (i, k) in the Pieri chain of γ intertwining with the trans-
position (k, l) as in Lemma 2.7(2)(b), so that (i, k)(k, l) becomes (i, l)(i, k).
(iii) Let (j, k) be the last transposition in the Pieri chain involving k. By (ii) there is
at least one. Then any other occurrence (j,m) of j has m > l.
These are chains in Γ′k,p−1 that fail to be in Γ
′
k,p−1(1) only because of the way (k, l) inter-
twines in (ii).
Example 3.13. Let k = 4 and p = 3. Then the following chain lies in Γ′k,p−1(2.1):
316 58742
(2,8)
−−−→ 326 58741
(3,5)
−−−→ 328 56741
(1,4)
−−−→ 528 36741
(2,4)
−−−→ 53826741
5382 6741
(4,7)
−−−→ 5384 6721
(4,5)
−−−→ 53864721 .
Here, l = 7, as the Monk chain begins with the transposition (4, 7). If we try to intertwine
(4, 7) with the transpositions in the Pieri chain involving k = 4, we obtain
32856741
(1,4)
−−−→ 52836741
(2,4)
−−−→ 53826741
(4,7)
−−−→ 53846721
32856741
(1,4)
−−−→ 52836741
(4,7)
−−−→ 52846731
(2,7)
−−−→ 53846721
32856741
(1,7)
−−−→ 42856731
(1,4)
−−−→ 52846731
(2,7)
−−−→ 53846721 .
So while (2, 4)(4, 7) intertwines as in Lemma 2.7(2)(a) to become (4, 7)(2, 7), the next pair
(1, 4)(4, 7) intertwines as in Lemma 2.7(2)(b) to become (1, 7)(1, 4).
After this intertwining, we commute the transposition (1, 4) with (2, 7), then commute
(3, 5) past (1, 7)(2, 7), and place (1, 4) in the Monk chain to obtain
(3.14) 316 58742
(2,8)
−−−→ 326 58741
(1,7)
−−−→ 426 58731
(2,7)
−−−→ 436 58721
(3,5)
−−−→ 43856721
4385 6721
(1,4)
−−−→ 5384 6721
(4,5)
−−−→ 53864721 .
We let (1, 7) inherit the mark on the original (1, 4). The result is a chain in Γ′k,p−1, but
one whose Monk chain begins with a transposition of the form (i, k) = (1, 4).
A chain γ in Γ′k,p−1(2.1) has the following form
γ = (. . . , {(it, k)}
r
t=0 | (k, l), {(k,mt)}
s
t=1) ,
where r, s ≥ 0 and (i0, k) is the transposition (i, k) of condition (ii) above. Note that
l > m1 > · · · > mt by Theorem 1.6. We produce a new chain γ
′ in Γ′k,p−1 by first
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intertwining (k, l) with the displayed transpositions (it, k) to its left, and then commuting
the transposition (i0, k) with the transpositions (it, l) to its right as follows:
(3.15)
(i0, k), . . . , (ir, k) | (k, l) = (i0, k), (k, l), (i1, l), . . . , (ir, l)
= (i0, l), (i0, k), (i1, l), . . . , (ir, l)
= (i0, l), (i1, l), . . . , (ir, l) | (i0, k) .
By Lemma 2.13, each transposition (it, l) may be commuted leftwards in the Pieri chain
of γ to obtain a new chain γ′ satisfying Condition (P1). As indicated, we let the Monk
chain of γ′ begin with (i0, k) and declare the rest to be the Pieri chain.
Remark 3.16. The chains γ ∈ Γ′k,p−1(2.1) which occur in the Pieri formula for cohomology
have a Monk chain consisting only of (k, l). In the proof given on page 94 of [19], it was
assumed that (ir, k) intertwines with (k, l) as in Lemma 2.7(2)(b). As we see here, it may
be the case that some other (i0, k) intertwines with (k, l) in this manner.
We now mark the transpositions in γ′ that were marked in γ, and let (it, l) inherit the
mark of (it, k). This gives p−1 marks. If (i0, l) is the initial transposition of γ
′ and the Pieri
chain of γ is not ((i0, k), . . . , (ir, k)), we need an extra step to ensure that Condition (P4)
holds. First swap (in γ) the markings of the last transposition in the initial subchain of γ
and the transposition in γ that will become the last transposition in the initial subchain of
γ′, and then proceed as above. We claim that this gives γ′ a valid marking, and therefore
produces a chain in Γ′k,p−1.
Indeed, the only way that this could fail to be valid would be if the rightmost transpo-
sition (j, l) in γ involving l was unmarked and had j > i0, for then (j, l) and (i0, l) would
be adjacent in γ′ and Condition (P3) would force (j, l) to be marked in γ′. But this gives
a subchain of γ′
(j, l), (i0, l), . . . , (i0, k) with i0 < j ,
which is forbidden by Lemma 2.9, since it is a chain in the (k−1)-Bruhat order, and it
satisfies Conditions (P0) and (P1). Indeed, if (h, k) is to the left of (i0, k) in γ
′, then it
was to the left of (i0, k) in γ; this means that h cannot appear before (h, k) in γ
′ if h > i0.
Because the transformation γ → γ′ involves converting a transposition (k, l) in the Monk
chain of γ into a transposition (i0, k) in the Monk chain of γ
′, the two chains contribute
opposite signs to the the sum (3.3).
Let Γ′k,p−1(2.2) be the set of chains γ
′ obtained in this way from chains γ in Γ′k,p−1(2.1)
This is the set of chains in Γ′k,p−1 such that the following hold.
(i) The Monk chain has a unique transposition of the form (i, k).
(ii) If the Pieri chain ends in an unmarked transposition (j, k), then j < i.
(iii) The Pieri chain contains a transposition of the form (i, ·). For any such transposi-
tion (i, l), and for any transposition (k,m) in the Monk chain, we have l > m.
Note that the chain (3.14) lies in Γ′k,p−1(2.2), for k = 4 and p = 3. The reason for condition
(ii) is that if (j, k) is an unmarked transposition just to the left of (i0, k) in γ, then j < i0.
Given a chain γ′ ∈ Γ′k,p−1(2.2), we reverse the above procedure to produce a chain in
Γ′k,p−1(2.1).
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To see that it is indeed possible to reverse the above procedure, let γ′ ∈ Γ′k,p−1(2.2). Let
δ′ be its Pieri chain. By Conditions (i) and (ii), we may move the transposition (i, k) from
the Monk chain of γ into its Pieri chain δ′ to obtain a chain δ := (δ′, (i, k)) in the (k−1)-
Bruhat order which satisfies Conditions (P0) and (P1). Let (i, l) be the last transposition
(i, ·) in δ′, and look at the transpositions beginning with (i, l) in δ. (Write i0 = i.)
(i0, l), (i1, l), . . . , (ir, l), . . . , (i0, k) .
The first step in this reverse procedure is to commute the transpositions (ij, l) to the
end of the chain. We may do this, as the only obstruction would be if there were a
transposition (ij , m) to the right of (ij , l) in δ, and this is impossible. By condition (P1),
we have k ≤ m < l, and the subchain (i0, l), . . . , (ij, l), . . . , (ij, m), . . . , (i0, k) is forbidden
by Lemma 2.17.
Since the commutation is possible, we then just reverse the procedure in (3.15) and
reverse the marking procedure to obtain a valid chain in Γ′k,p−1(2.1).
Step 3. In this step, we pair some chains in Γ′k,p−1 with chains in Γk−1,p and Γ
′
k,p. Define
Γ′k,p−1(3) to be those chains in Γ
′
k,p−1 such that the following hold.
(i) The Monk chain has a unique transposition of the form (i, k).
(ii) If the Pieri chain ends in an unmarked transposition (j, k), then j < i.
(iii) The Pieri chain has no transposition involving i.
Example 3.17. For example, when p = 3 and k = 4, here is a chain in Γ′k,p−1(3).
142 365
(2,6)
−−−→ 152 364
(2,5)
−−−→ 162 354
(3,4)
−−−→ 163254
1632 54
(1,4)
−−−→ 2631 54
(4,5)
−−−→ 263514 .
Observe that we may move the initial transposition of its Monk chain into its Pieri chain,
and mark it to obtain a valid chain in Γ′k,p.
142 365
(2,6)
−−−→ 152 364
(2,5)
−−−→ 162 354
(3,4)
−−−→ 163 254
(1,4)
−−−→ 263154
2631 54
(4,5)
−−−→ 263514 .
Given a chain γ ∈ Γ′k,p−1(3), we produce a chain γ
′ by moving the transposition (i, k)
into its Pieri chain and then marking it. This does not violate Conditions (P2) and (P3),
by (ii) and (iii) above. If the Monk chain consists solely of (i, k), then we obtain a chain
in Γk−1,p, and otherwise a chain in Γ
′
k,p. These images are characterized below.
• Γk−1,p(3) consists of chains in Γk−1,p that end in a marked (i, k); in other words, their
inverse images are chains of the exceptional form (E1) in Section 3.1.
• Γ′k,p(3) consists of those chains in Γ
′
k,p whose Pieri chain ends in a marked (i, k) and
whose Monk chain begins with a transposition (k, l).
The reverse procedure moves the marked (i, k) into the Monk chain, and the paired
chains contribute different signs to the sum (3.3).
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Step 4. This involves the remaining chains having exceptional form (E2) in Section 3.1.
Let Γ′k,p(4) be those chains in Γ
′
k,p having exceptional form (E2) and Γ
′
k,p−1(4) be those
chains in Γ′k,p−1 having exceptional form (E2) and more than one transposition of the
form (j, k) in their Monk chain. (The chains in Γ′k,p−1 having exceptional form (E2) and a
single transposition of the form (j, k) in their Monk chain lie in Γ′k,p−1(3).) The matching
between chains in Γ′k,p(4) on the left and chains in Γ
′
k,p−1(4) on the right is given below:(
(i1, k), . . . , (ip, k) | (j, k) . . .
)
←→
(
(i1, k), . . . , (ip−1, k) | (ip, k), (j, k) . . .
)
.
Here i1 > i2 > · · · > ip > j and, by (P4), all transpositions in both Pieri chains are
marked. Here is an example of such a chain in Γ′6,2(4):
23614 57
(5,6)
−−−→ 23615 47
(2,6)
−−−→ 2461537
246153 7
(1,6)
−−−→ 346152 7
(4,6)
−−−→ 346251 7
(6,7)
−−−→ 3462571 .
The matching moves the marked transposition (1, 6) into its Monk chain, giving a chain
in Γ′6,3(4)
23614 57
(5,6)
−−−→ 23615 47
(2,6)
−−−→ 24615 37
(1,6)
−−−→ 3461527
346152 7
(4,6)
−−−→ 346251 7
(6,7)
−−−→ 3462571 .
Note that the sets Γk−1,p(1), Γk−1,p(3), Γ
′
k,p(1), Γ
′
k,p(3), Γ
′
k,p(4), Γ
′
k,p−1(1), Γ
′
k,p−1(2.1),
Γ′k,p−1(2.2), Γ
′
k,p−1(3), and Γ
′
k,p−1(4) are all disjoint. Let B be the union of these sets and
Γk,p.
3.3. Patching the matchings. We show that the two matchings (on the sets A and B
defined in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, respectively) include all chains in Γ, and that the matching
on the set A restricts to a matching on Γ\B = A\B. Thus, we may patch the matching on
B with the matching on Γ\B to obtain a matching on Γ, which establishes the formula 3.3,
and completes the proof of Theorem 1.12.
Lemma 3.18. A ∪ B = Γ.
Proof. We have Γk,p ⊂ B by definition.
By Lemma 3.8, Γk−1,p(1)∪Γk−1,p(3) is the complement of A in Γk−1,p. Similarly, Γ
′
k,p(1)∪
Γ′k,p(3) ∪ Γ
′
k,p(4) is the complement of A in Γ
′
k,p.
We consider Γ′k,p−1. First note that the union Γ
′
k,p−1(1) ∪ Γ
′
k,p−1(2.1) consists of those
chains γ in B whose Monk chain begins with (k, l) and which furthermore satisfy the
following condition.
(iii′) If the Pieri chain of γ ends in (i, k), then any other transposition (i,m) in the Pieri
chain has m > l.
Thus if γ ∈ Γ′k,p−1 has Monk chain beginning with (k, l), it lies in A unless its Pieri chain
does not end in an unmarked (i, k). But this implies that it satisfies (iii′) above trivially.
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If the Monk chain of γ ∈ Γ′k,p−1 \ B begins with (j, k), then Lemma 3.8 implies that
γ ∈ A, as the exceptional forms (E1) and (E2) of Section 3.1 are chains in B. 
Lemma 3.19. The matching on A restricts to a matching Γ \B.
Proof. Since the matching on chains in A does not change their number of marked covers,
we consider this separately on Γk,p ∪ Γk−1,p ∪ Γ
′
k,p and Γ
′
k,p−1. In the proof of Lemma 3.18
we showed that (
Γk,p ∪ Γk−1,p ∪ Γ
′
k,p
)
\B =
(
Γk,p ∪ Γk−1,p ∪ Γ
′
k,p
)
∩ A .
This implies that the matching on A restricts to a matching on this set.
We show that the matching on A restricts to a matching on Γ′k,p−1∩A∩B, which implies
that it restricts to a matching on
(
Γ′k,p−1 ∩A
)
\B. First recall that Γ′k,p−1(1)∪ Γ
′
k,p−1(2.1)
is the set of all chains γ ∈ Γ′k,p−1 whose Monk chain begins with (k, l) and which satisfy
Condition (iii′) in the proof of Lemma 3.18. Also note that Γ′k,p−1(2.2) ∪ Γ
′
k,p−1(3) is the
set of all chains γ ∈ Γ′k,p−1 whose Monk chain has a unique transposition (i, k) and which
satisfy the following conditions.
(ii) If the Pieri chain ends in an unmarked transposition (j, k), then j < i.
(iii′′) If (k, l) is in the Monk chain of γ and (i,m) in its Pieri chain, then l < m.
Note that Γ′k,p−1(4) ∩A = ∅, as A does not include chains having form (E2).
Let γ ∈ Γ′k,p−1 ∩ A ∩ B. If the Monk chain of γ begins with (k, l), then its Pieri chain
ends in an unmarked (i, k). This is moved into the Monk chain in µ(γ), which now has
a unique transposition of the form (·, k). This new chain µ(γ) clearly satisfies (ii), and
it satisfies (iii′′), as γ satisfies (iii′). It is not exceptional, as it has the form µ(γ). Thus
µ(γ) ∈ Γ′k,p−1 ∩ A ∩ B.
On the other hand, if the Monk chain of γ begins with (i, k), then it has a single
transposition of the form (·, k). Condition (ii) implies that γ ∈ AM , and π(γ) moves the
transposition (i, k) into the Pieri chain. Then π(γ) ∈ Γ′k,p−1, as γ does not have one of the
exceptional forms. Thus, the chain π(γ) has a non-empty Monk chain that begins with
(k, l); furthermore, it satisfies (iii′), as γ satisfies (iii′′). This completes the proof. 
4. Related results
There is a similar Pieri-type formula for the product of a Grothendieck polynomial
with G(p)(x1, . . . , xk). This can be deduced from Theorem 1.12 by applying the standard
involution on the flag manifold F ln which interchanges the Schubert varieties Xw and
Xω0wω0. This involution induces an automorphism on K
0(F ln) mapping the Schubert
class represented by Gw(x) to the class represented by Gω0wω0(x). In particular, it maps
G(1p)(x1, . . . , xk) to G(p)(x1, . . . , xn−k). This involution maps the k-Bruhat order to the
(n− k)-Bruhat order, and the order ≺ on labels of covers to the order ⊳ defined by
(4.1) (a, b) ⊳ (c, d) if and only if (a < c) or (a = c and b > d) .
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Theorem 4.2. We have that
(4.3) Gv(x)G(p)(x1, . . . , xk) =
∑
(γ,α)
(−1)ℓ(γ)−p Gend(γ)(x) ,
where the sum is over all saturated chains in the k-Bruhat order (on S∞)
γ : v = v0
(a1,b1)
−−−−→ v1
(a2,b2)
−−−−→ · · ·
(aq ,bq)
−−−−→ = end(γ) , q = ℓ(γ) ,
together with p marked covers satisfying
(P1′) a1 ≤ a2 ≤ · · · ≤ aq .
(P2′) if (ai, bi) is marked, then bj 6= bi for j < i .
(P3′) if (ai, bi) is unmarked and i+ 1 ≤ q, then (ai, bi) ⊳ (ai+1, bi+1).
(P4′) if a1 = · · · = ar and b1 < · · · < br for some r ≥ 1, then (ar, br) is marked.
This formula has no cancellations.
The special (and trivial) case of this when k = 1 was given in Corollary 5.2 of [17].
There are versions of Corollary 1.16 and Theorem 2.2 corresponding to the multiplication
by G(p)(x1, . . . , xk). These follow from the original ones above, so we omit them.
The Pieri-type formula of Theorem 1.12 is a common generalization of the Pieri formula
for Schubert polynomials in Theorem 1.9 and the Monk-type formula in Theorem 1.4.
The latter case is the specialization p = 1, when the corresponding Pieri chains have their
first cover marked and all the other covers unmarked. On the other hand, the Monk-type
formula can be rearranged so that it is based on the order ⊳ on transpositions, rather than
≺. Then it becomes a special case of the Pieri-type formula in Theorem 4.2.
Different special cases of the Pieri-type formulas above are the Pieri-type formulas for
Grothendieck polynomials corresponding to Grassmannian permutations, which were ob-
tained in [14]. We define some notation to state these formulas. Given a partition
λ = (λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λk ≥ 0), call |λ| := λ1 + · · · + λk its weight. Let r(µ/λ) and
c(µ/λ) denote the numbers of nonempty rows and columns of a skew Young diagram µ/λ.
A skew diagram is a horizontal (respectively vertical) strip if it has no two boxes in the
same column (respectively row).
Theorem 4.4. [14] Let λ be a partition with at most k parts.
(1) Gλ(x1, . . . , xk)G(p)(x1, . . . , xk) =
∑
µ
(−1)|µ|−|λ|
(
r(µ/λ)− 1
|µ/λ| − p
)
Gµ(x1, . . . , xk),
where the sum is over all partitions µ with at most k parts such that µ/λ is a
horizontal strip of weight at least p.
(2) Suppose that p < k. Then
Gλ(x1, . . . , xk)G(1p)(x1, . . . , xk) =
∑
µ
(−1)|µ|−|λ|
(
c(µ/λ)− 1
|µ/λ| − p
)
Gµ(x1, . . . , xk) ,
where the sum ranges over all partitions µ with at most k parts such that µ/λ is a
vertical strip of weight at least p.
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The first formula follows from the Pieri-type formula in Theorem 4.2, and the second
from the formula in Theorem 1.12. Indeed, given a Grassmannian permutation with
descent in position k, the corresponding chains in Theorem 4.2 are concatenations of
subchains of the following form (using the notation in Section 3), for different values of a:
((a, b), (a, b+1), . . . , (a, b+r)) .
Thus, by Condition (P3′), the transpositions (a, b), . . . , (a, b + r − 1) must be marked. If
this subchain is the initial one, then (a, b + r) must also be marked, by (P4′). Condition
(P1′) guarantees that the entries b+ i corresponding to different subchains are distinct, so
Condition (P2′) is fulfilled. Applying the transpositions in such a chain to a Grassmannian
permutation corresponds to adding a horizontal strip to its diagram, where each subchain
contributes a row in the strip. We are free to choose the labels on the last transposition in
each subchain except the first—this explains the binomial coefficient in the first formula.
The second formula is similar.
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